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CAVES OF TINUM, YUCATÁN

Fred Devos

In late September 2001, I was in
vited to join José Mis in explor-

ing cenotes and dry caves near his
hometown of Tinum, Yucatán, lo-
cated near the center of the Yucatan
Peninsula. The first site we visited
was Cenote Kuun Xan, a large cen-
ote on the ranch of José’s in-laws.
An initial dive revealed a deep,
cone-shaped sinkhole typical of the
area. The visibility cleared at 9
meters depth. At –36 meters, a de-
bris mound, including tree branches
and the skeleton of a cow, poked up
through a thin wisp of a sulfur layer.
A trip with mixed gas will be
needed to explore deeper.

Five years before, José’s father-in-
law had been shown the entrance
to a dry cave, and now, with amaz-
ing memory, he led us through 5
kilometers of dense jungle to the

exact location of the small opening
in the jungle floor. Using a fallen
tree, we shimmied down into the
small hollow. Hundreds of bats
streamed from two tunnels sloping
down from the room. The eastern
passage got wet, and our light re-
vealed hundreds of white shrimp
scurrying about the muddy bottom.
The roar of a thousand bat wings
echoed through the sculptured tun-
nel. We were able to walk another
30 meters before the waist-deep
mud bogged us down.

The western tunnel of Gruta
Kuun Che led us past a small side
room that had been deliberately
sealed up with rocks and mud. The
wall had recently been broken
through, and holes in the floor
hinted of looting.

The passage ended in a clear

pool. Being a diver at heart, I had
brought a mask, and in jeans, boots,
and helmet, I dove beneath the sur-
face. In the distance, under a small
overhang, my light revealed four
human skeletons. Surfacing, I real-
ized that I was not the only one out
of breath. José was also gasping
from the stale air. We hastily sur-
veyed back to the entrance.

Later that afternoon, we visited
a dry cave connected to a water-
filled sinkhole, Sistema Ca’acal
Chen. From a small hole in the
jungle floor, a passage leads south-
west. Snow-white stalactites hang
from the ceiling of smooth, sculpted
limestone. At two places we noted
partially dismantled man-made
walls similar to that seen in Kuun
Che. After 400 meters, the phreatic
tube narrows and seems to end, but
the walls and ceiling suddenly dis-
appear where the passage opens in
the side wall of a giant dome room.
From 18 meters above, shafts of
light come through three small
holes in the ceiling, and the floor is
clear, blue water. Diving gear was
lowered to us, and we measured a
water depth of 21 meters and an
underwater circumference of about
100 meters.
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